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Indias National Security A Reader
India’s national security discourse is often carried out along discordant lines. Our ‘public intellectuals’, academic scholars, and politicians often rake up irrelevant issues. Concurrently, they ...
Missing the woods for the trees? India’s discordant national security discourse
India on Sunday assumed the rotating presidency of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) and will be hosting signature events related to maritime security, peacekeeping, and counterterrorism ...
India assumes UNSC presidency; focus on maritime security, peacekeeping, counterterrorism
Public discourse around the Pegasus reports alleging government surveillance of politicians, media persons, public officials and business people is understandably focused on its political and civil ...
What Pegasus says about cyber power and our national security
It has been a journey of success since we launched City Today in the month of August 2013. Our newspaper has received tremendous response from the readers as well as advertisers. ‘Global standard for ...
India’s Covid-19 vaccination coverage…
The top diplomats of India and the United States have pledged to expand their multilateral security partnership, underscoring the deepening of ties between two countries concerned over China’s growing ...
US, India agree to expand multilateral security partnership
With a reduction in COVID-19 infections as the second wave weakens in India, it is important to focus on the pandemic’s disruptive impact on the food security and livelihoods of the poor and ...
Lessons from India’s food security response
India took over the presidency of the Security Council on Sunday with a pledge to work for entire humanity while bringing a focus to the challenges of terrorism.
India takes over UNSC presidency with pledge to work for humanity, focus on terror
Co-author of ' The Art of Creating Alternative Realities' Shivam Shankar Singh reflects how compromising intelligence agencies and diverting public resources for political purposes will play out ...
Pegasus: Diverting public money for politics has altered politics and national security
Amid the fierce battle between the government armed forces and Taliban, Afghanistan Army Chief will visit India for two days next week to interact with top security officials, including the Indian ...
Afghan Army Chief To Visit India Next Week To Interact With Top Security Officials
India’s coronation as the president of the world’s most powerful body, the United Nations Security Council, has poured oil on Pakistans ...
The coronation of India as the President of the United Nations Security Council is in the belly of Pakistan
Fi. Someone broke through internet security firewalls and flashed abusive language for the CM. A technical team of the NHAI is on its way to Khanna from Delhi, the police added.
Digital signage on Jalandhar-Delhi highway hacked; Punjab CM abused
We depend on families and partners in times of crisis, but close friends are the ones with whom we share our true self.They know all our flaws and yet they love us. Be it spending time with them or ...
Anchor, firm and secure
Minister of State for Electronics and IT Rajeev Chandrasekhar said the government has formulated a draft National Cyber Security Strategy 2021 (NCSS2021), which holistically looks at addressing the ...
Over 6.07 lakh cyber security incidents reported in India during first half of 2021: Govt
The veteran Congress leader warned that if this data reaches other nations or if it is accessed by NSO technologists, then it becomes a "threat" to national security.
Threat to national security: Kapil Sibal on Pegasus 'snoop files'
Congress MP Shashi Tharoor on Tuesday said the Pegasus Project media report issue is a matter of serious national security concern and the government needs to give an explanation on it.
Pegasus Project Is Serious National Security Concern: Shashi Tharoor
The effort to connect India’s researchers with available R&D resources has entered a new and decisive phase, with a promise of higher R&D productivity, democratisation of Indian science, and greater ...
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Strengthening R&D In India: National Project Linking Researchers With R&D Resources Levels Up
Tokyo: With a brilliant performance from a young team that lived like a family during the pandemic and played as a single unit in Tokyo, India made it to the medal round of the Olympic Games men’s ...
Olympic hockey: Brilliant India secure semifinal berth after four decades
On another exciting day for India, discus thrower Kamalpreet Kaur is on the cusp of winning India its first athletics medal at the Tokyo Olympics. Eyes will also be on the women's hockey team who are ...
India at Tokyo 2020 August 2 Live: Another exciting day for India as Kamalpreet Kaur on cusp of historic medal win
With a brilliant performance from a young team that lived like a family during the pandemic and played as a single unit in Tokyo, India made it to the medal round of the Olympic Games men's hockey ...
Olympic hockey: Brilliant India secure semi-final berth after four decades, to take on Belgium
Check India vs Great Britain Men's Quarter-final Hockey Live Score And Updates Tokyo Olympics. Hello and welcome to our hockey coverage of IND vs GBR, Live Score and Updates Tokyo Olympics Men's Q/F ...
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